It's still not certain how it happened, the Nuclear War of 1985...

...Only after some months could anyone begin to sort out the tangled chain of events that led accidentally, but many survivors believe inescapably, from political confrontation between the superpowers. An international investigating team could determine only that both nations felt they were acting under extraordinary pressure in the overcharged atmosphere of a prolonged and bloody crisis. The crisis had intensified quickly over a period of a few weeks, allowing both time to prepare themselves for war. At the last minute the leadership of the two powers was removed to safe areas, but there was not enough time to evacuate the civilian populations of either nation. When "hostile" communications terminated after accidental warhead accidents on both sides, each reported only 30 minutes to less than decide whether to fire its clinically-loaded warhead before tens of thousands were destroyed in its blast. Thus, investigators conclude, both the United States and Soviet leaders gave the order almost simultaneously to fire their missiles...
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A second was delayed Tuesday, January 26, 1985, a half and a half after its onset. Moscow, a half war was lifted from Capitol Hill, and Moscow and St. Petersburg were prime targets.
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